Texas Shootout brings today’s
hottest
poker
game — Texas
Hold’em — to the gaming floor.
Never before has there been this
much excitement over a house
banked poker game. Unlike
traditional Texas Hold’em, each
player plays heads-up against
the dealer. In addition, players
have the opportunity for huge
instant winnings with the optional
Shootout Bonus wager.
Call 1-877-775-8259 or contact the
Shift Manager for further information.

Bet With Your Head
Not Over It

Addictions Foundation of Manitoba
24 Hour Gambling Helpline
Toll Free: 1-800-463-1554

1-877-775-8259
southbeachcasino.ca
One Ocean Drive · Box 777
Scanterbury, MB · R0E 1W0

RIMARY BET
After placing their Primary Bet — and if they choose to do
so — their Bonus Bet, the player and the dealer start by
receiving four cards each. The player then has the choice of
either keeping two cards or splitting their hand. If they split their
hand, they will have to match their original Primary Bet.

oNUS BET
The player has the option of placing an Independent Bonus
Bet. The difference between the Bonus Bet and the Primary
Bet is that the Primary Bet is against the dealer and the
Bonus Bet is against the “Shootout Bonus Payable”. The player
can lose the primary wager and still win the Bonus Bet.

HOOTOUT BONUS
The Shootout Bonus is payed according to the table below:

Player’s Hand

Payout Odds

5 of-a-kind, suited........................ 1,000 to 1
Royal Flush.................................. 200 to 1
Straight Flush............................... 75 to 1
Five-of-a-kind............................... 40 to 1
Four-of-a-kind.............................. 7 to 1
Full House................................... 3 to 1
Flush............................................ 2 to 1
Straight......................................... 2 to 1
* The shootout bonus is limited to table aggregate of $5,000.

AND RANKINGS
PLITTING
When the player receives their four cards, they have the
option of splitting and making two hands. Should the player
elect to split, their Primary Bet will need to be duplicated. If
the player originally placed the optional Shootout Bonus wager,
they may place a second Shootout wager up to their original
Shootout wager. The best strategy is to split only if they have
Fives and Sixes of the same suit, pairs of Sevens or better, an Ace
and King or same suited Ace and Queen or Ace and Jack.

HE FLOP
The dealer “Flops” five common cards. Using these five
cards, plus their two cards, the player makes the best fivecard poker hand possible.

HE WIN
Beat the dealer’s hand to win. Remember the dealer wins
all ties. Unlike the player who can keep any two cards
they choose, the dealer must play two cards within a strict
predetermined fashion referred to as “The House Ways”.

OUSE WAY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

High pair, 8’s & up
A-J or better
Any pair, suited
Any pair
Ace high, suited
10-J or better, suited
10-J or better

8. Ace high
9. Face cards high, suited
10. Face card high
11. Connected cards, suited
12. Connected cards
13. Highest cards, suited
14. Highest cards

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Five of-a-kind, suited
Royal Flush
Straight Flush (A2345 is the lowest)
Five of-a-kind
Four of-a-kind
Full House
Flush
Straight
Three-of-a-kind
Two pair
One pair
High cards

NVY BONUS

Another way to win is through the Envy Bonus. If the
player’s Bonus wager is $5 or more, they automatically
qualify for the Envy Bonus. This means if another player has
Five-of-a-kind, Royal Flush or Straight Flush, the player also
wins based on the posted odds or pay table.

Envy Bonus

Payout Odds

Five of-a-kind, suited.....................1,000
Royal Flush....................................250
Straight Flush.................................50
Five-of-a-kind................................10

